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We like simulation software. Texas Instruments long offered TINA, but recently theyve joined with Cadence to
make OrCAD PSpice available for free with some restrictions. Youve probably heard of PSpice its widely used in
academia and industry, but is usually quite costly. You can see a promotional overview video below. Cadence

OrCAD is a driving force in the PCB design industry. In order to help designers keep up with the constant pace of
change Cadencehas been accelerating the pace of innovation delivering a stream of updates and product

enhancements to users. The release history below provides insight into industry-firstcapabilities made available
to customers such as real-time design, DesignTrue DFM, constraint manager, in-design analysis, and more. With

this release we have introduced minor code changes and fix a few bugs. We have also made major
improvements in the OrCAD / Allegro loader. The OrCAD / Allegro Loader now supports loading of the OrCAD /

Allegro schematic and PCB footprints directly from the.zip package..zip files no longer need to be unzipped
before loading using the OrCAD / Allegro Loader. Also, the OrCAD / Allegro Loader now supports loading multiple

schematics and PCB files at once. The loader now supports automatic creation of footprint bookmarks in the
OrCAD / Allegro Board editor. Lastly, we have improved the performance of the loader by loading components

without writing to disk. For a complete list of changes included in this release see the Changelog section below.
This release also contains several new features that are not part of the base OrCAD / Allegro product. Included

below are a complete list of the features, a link to the tech note describing each feature, and the source file
where you can get this feature. 5ec8ef588b
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